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DESCRIPTION OF THE WASHING MACHINE

EMERGENCY DOOR OPENING



BEFORE THE FIRST WASH CYCLE

PREPARATION OF THE WASHING









Ensure that the water has











Fault Code List 

a. “F01” displayed on screen

b. “F03” displayed on screen
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nb” is shown
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Important: Transport bolts which are not removed can cause damage to the 
appliance.

30
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The appliance must be installed on a solid and level floor surface (if necessry
use a spirit level). If the appliance is to be installed on a wooden floor, distribute
the weight by placing it on a 60x60cm sheet of plywood at least 3cm in thickness
and secure it to the floor. If the floor is uneven, adjust the 4 leveling feet as 
required; do not insert pieces of wood etc. under the feet.
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CONNECT THE DRAIN HOSE 

           In case the drain hose is installed 
as shown below:  



D :Default

        : Optional Functions          Yes : Detergent Required             : Cannot be selected        -- : Temperature of unheated water        
 

Pl ase select appropriate washing temperature according to instruction of care label attached to clothes, if not, clothes can be damaged 

F. “Options” button
G. “Spin”  button
H. “Temp.”  button

A

This washing machine is equipped with automatic safety
functions which detect and diagnose at an early stage and 
react appropriately. 

Care
Label Material / Level of Soiling 

Heavily and moderately soiled cotton, or linen. For very heavily soiled items select the 
"Prewash" function.
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Machine washable wool. (Refer to the washing label attached to the clothing).  

Cotton, mixed fabrics. Items worn for a short time or newly bought.

Mixed loads of moderately soiled cotton and synthetic fabrics.

This program is defaulted to two rinses and spin.

Select the length, and speed, of the spin manually.

The wet cotton & linen clothes can be dried after being spun. 

The wet chemical fiber clothes can be dried after being spun.

It is suitable for removing the peculiar smell (such as, the smell of smoke/hot 
pot/barbecue, etc.) on the clothes.

Program to effectively extinguish bacteria in textiles. It is appropriate for 
clothes of  babies who are sensitive to clothes. 

Program to remove dirt and bacterial residue that can breed in the machine after it has 
been used for a period, especially when low temperature washes are used regularly.

Functions
Max.
Wash
Load

kg

Max.
spin

speed
rpm

Program

Cotton

Wool

Quick 15'

Mix

Rinse+Spin

Spin

Cotton Dry

Synthetics Dry

Steam Refresh

Wash and Dry

20℃

Allergy Care

Drum Clean

 --,20ºC, 30ºC, 40ºC, 
60ºC, 9 ºC 

 --,20ºC,30ºC, 40ºC,
60ºC 

 --,20ºC,30ºC,40ºC

 --,20ºC,30ºC,40ºC

 --,20ºC,30ºC,40ºC

9 ºC

60ºC, 9 ºC 

6

Eco40-60 Normally soiled cotton laundry.

This program is suitable for cotton clothes with light stains,energy saving.

D

14006WD

For cleaning normally soiled cotton items which are declared to be washable at 
40 °C or 60 °C, together in the same cycle, and to dry them in such a way that 
it can be immediately stored in a cupboard. This cycle is used to assess the 
compliance with the EU Ecodesign legislation for wash and dry.
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Moderately soiled synthetics, cotton blended fabrics.
Synthetics



        : Optional Functions          Yes : Detergent Required             : Cannot be selected        -- : Temperature of unheated water         

D:Default

Please select appropriate washing temperature according to instruction of care label attached to clothes, if not, clothes can be damaged 

A. Program selector
B. “Start/Pause” button
C. Program and function status display window 
D. “Delay End” button 
E. “Dry level” buttonF. “Options” button

G. “Spin”  button
H. “Temp.”  button A

C

EFGH

This washing machine is equipped with automatic safety
functions which detect and diagnose at an early stage and 
react appropriately. 

BDE

Care
Label Material / Level of Soiling 

Heavily and moderately soiled cotton, or linen. For very heavily soiled items select the 
"Prewash" function.
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Machine washable wool. (Refer to the washing label attached to the clothing).  

Cotton, mixed fabrics. Items worn for a short time or newly bought.

Mixed loads of moderately soiled cotton and synthetic fabrics.

This program is defaulted to two rinses and spin.

Select the length, and speed, of the spin manually.

The wet cotton & linen clothes can be dried after being spun. 

The wet chemical fiber clothes can be dried after being spun.

It is suitable for removing the peculiar smell (such as, the smell of smoke/hot 
pot/barbecue, etc.) on the clothes.

Program to effectively extinguish bacteria in textiles. It is appropriate for 
clothes of  babies who are sensitive to clothes. 

Program to remove dirt and bacterial residue that can breed in the machine after it has 
been used for a period, especially when low temperature washes are used regularly.

Functions  Detergent Compartment Wash Program Functions Dry Level
Max.
Wash
Load

kg

Max.
spin

speed
rpm

Prewash Mute Prewash Cupboard Extra Dry Time DryIronExtra 
rinse

renetfoSProgram

Cotton

Cotton color

Wool

Quick 15'

Mix

Rinse+Spin

Spin

Cotton Dry

Synthetics Dry

Steam Refresh

Wash and Dry

20℃

Allergy Care

Drum Clean

Child
Lock

Delay
End

Spin Temp. Dry

 --,20ºC, 30ºC, 40ºC, 
60ºC, 90ºC 

 --,20ºC,30ºC, 40ºC,
60ºC 

 --,20ºC,30ºC,40ºC

 --,20ºC,30ºC,40ºC

 --,20ºC,30ºC,40ºC

90ºC

Yes

Yes

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes60ºC, 90ºC 

Programme for lightly to moderately dirty laundry. The temperature can be set separately; 
therefore, observe the instructions indicated on the clothing. Wash the clothes worn directly 
on the skin at 60°C. Less heavily soiled laundry will be thoroughly cleaned at 40°C. Spinning 
speed can also be freely selected. Default setting is maximum spinning speed.6

Eco40-60 Normally soiled cotton laundry.

This program is suitable for cotton clothes with light stains,energy saving.

D

D

D

D

D

D

6 0041WD DYes

For cleaning normally soiled cotton items which are declared to be washable at 
40 °C or 60 °C, together in the same cycle, and to dry them in such a way that 
it can be immediately stored in a cupboard. This cycle is used to assess the 
compliance with the EU Ecodesign legislation for wash and dry.



Add Detergent, Close the Door and Set the Program

Load the clothes to be washed in the drum and close the door. 
Add the detergent into the relevant compartments for the type 
of program you are going to select, Add detergent as described 
in Detergent and Additives section of User's Operation 
Manual.  

·Select the function to conduct pre-wash so as to enhance washing 
effects and better remove stains. This function is suitable for 
heavy dirt clothes.

·Before inflowing, laundry detergent/ washing powder can be 
added to pre-wash box, and washing powder must be added to
main wash box.

At standby state, press “Options” button to select additional 
function for current program. Select only one function for each 
press, and then corresponding icon flashes. After starting up, 
program cannot be changed.

·

Inlet water warning

Drainage warning

·After completing program, door lock unlocks automatically. 
 During pause, if door opening condition can be met halfway, 
 the door lock will unlock and its indicator light will go out. 
·When door lock indicator light flashes, door shall not be opened 
forcibly so as to avoid personal injury.

After the program starts the Door Lock icon will light up and   
the door will be locked.

Door Lock Icon

Addition function selection

Pre-wash

Delay End Function

Mute Function

Child Lock 

After you have selected your options and placed detergent 
withinthe detergent dispenser, turn on the water tap and press  
the “Start / Pause” button. The screen will display the current 
program progression with icons from left to right. It also 
displays the remaining program time.  

To Start the Program

To Cancel the Program or Reselect the Options

Dry

When the machine is in the state of holding, pause or operation, 
press “Spin+ Options” buttons for 2 seconds, The display will 
show “bEEp oFF” . All the buzzing will be turned off except 
the alarms.
When the machine is in the mute state, press “Spin+ Options” 
buttons for 2 seconds until “bEEp on” appears. All the buzzing 
will be activated.

To strengthen the safety of children, this machine is equipped 
with Child Lock function.
When the programme starts, press “Temp. +Spin”

•When the Child Lock is set, all function buttons will be 
shielded.
•When you turn the machine off by rotating the program
selection button“Off”,child lock is released.

•After completing program, child lock will automatically 
unlock.

Delay End function allows to run the machine at the consumers’ 
convenience, for example, at night when electricity is cheaper.

•The delay time must be longer than the wash program length 
as the delay time is the time program will finish. For example: 
if the selected program time is 02:28, the delay time selected 
must be between 03:00 and 24:00.

•Only under the standby mode, this button is valid for 
selecting the reservation time.
•After the reservation function is selected, the time will 
increase 1h when each time the reservation button is pressed. 
Before reservation, if the program time does not satisfy the 
integral multiple of 1h, it shall be completed by pressing the 
reservation key for the first time, and then the time increases 
1h when each time the reservation button is pressed. If the 
reservation is selected, before the program runs, the current 
reservation can be canceled by turning the button to select 
other programs.

•When the reservation process is operated, the icon of 
‘reservation time’ will be on. When the reservation process 

Press the "Dry Level" button to select the dry time and additional 
functions of dry. When the Iron     , Cupboard       and Extra  
Dry      functions are selected, the corresponding icon will 
light up, and the remaining time of the program will be 
displayed on the display window. When the [Time Dry] 
function is selected, the icon of Time Dry      will light up.
The washing machine can sense the weight of clothes to 
adjust the dry time automatically.

Before drying, please confirm whether the clothes can 
be dried (please refer to the program table to confirm 
the type of clothes that can be dried).
Before starting to dry, make sure that the tap is open and the 
cold water is in place.
Before separately drying, please take the dehydrated clothes out 
from the drum, and put it into the drum after making it loose.

When little clothes or light clothes are dried, for which, the 
dry time may be shorter than the setting time.

At the end of dry, the washing machine will run for a period 
of time according to a certain rhythm to loosen the clothes 
and reduce the wrinkle.

If the dry failure occurs, please refer to the contents of [Dry 
Fault] for processing.

[Iron]        function owns the effect that the clothes with little 
water can be ironed after being dried.
[Cupboard]       function owns the effect that the clothes 
can be worn instantly after being dried.
[Extra Dry]        function owns the effect that the clothes can be 
stored up after being dried.
[Time Dry]      function refers to dry the clothes for a 
specified time. 
Users press the "Dry Level" button to select any type of dry time 
with 6 types, including 30 minutes, 1 hour, 1.5 hours, 2 hours, 3 
hours, and 4 hours. Please select a reasonable dry time. 
Otherwise, the clothes will not be dried fully if the dry time is 
too short.

If the hand-washing clothes requires for drying, before drying, 
please select the spin with high speed as possible according to 
the clothes types. It is recommended to select the "Spin 
+ Dry Level" program.

The wall attachment of excessive and dehydrated cotton 
clothes may affect the dry effect. So it is recommended to 
dry the clothes after loosening it manually.
The overload dry may affect the dry effect, while the excessive 
dry may cause the wrinkles of clothes. For the chemical fiber 
clothes, such as the shirts, etc., the iron mode shall be selected.
If the clothes with different materials are dried together, the 
dry effect may be affected. So it is recommended to classify 
the clothes before drying.

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

The wet clothes still dripping are not suitable for drying, 
which may cause the machine to alarm!

Note:
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Extra Rinse 

rinsing process once again before running the softening, and 

1.Rotate the program to “Off” for 3 seconds to turn off the 
machine. 

2.Select the new program and options. 
3.Press “Start / Pause” button to turn on the machine without 

adding any extra detergent.
1.Turn on the power.
2.Spin program selection button to required program, “off” 

must be passed through if pointer’s initial position is 
not “off ”,start up.

3.Select washing temperature, spin speed by pressing “Temp”, 
“Spin”  buttons.

4.Press “Options” button to select additional functions.
5.After starting the program, display window displays program 

length (hours: minutes) and additional function options in sequence. 

Washing machine displays “----” after startup, indicating 
that it is weighing automatically. It will adjust program 
length (hours: minutes) automatically according to weight of 
clothes.

Automatic weighting

End of the Program

Reload in Process

If you want to reload clothes in the process of washing, please 
press “Start/Pause” button.
•If  reload icon       light up, the door can be opened in the 
process, remaining time and the Door Lock icon in display 
will flash. Then the Door Lock icon will go out, and the door 
can be opened.
•If  reload icon       doesn’t  light up, the Door Lock icon 
doesn’t flash, it indicates that current temperature is over 50℃
or you have passed the time for reloading in the process, 
namely no clothes allowed to load into the machine.

2.Close the tap;
3.Open the door and take the washed clothes out;
4.Slightly open the door to remove moisture in the pump.

When programme finished its running, it will display “End”. 
If no operation is taken in 2 minutes, the machine will turn 
off automatically.
1.Rotate the program to “Off”  to turn off  the machine;

If tap is not opened, or water pressure is over low,and display 
screen will prompt “F01” to give alarm.

If the pipe is squeezed, drainage will not be smooth. In case of 
failing to completely drain for long time, display screen will 
prompt “F03” to give alarm.

button for 2 seconds.Then Child Lock is set up. Repeat the 
same operation, the Child Lock will be released.

•If delay end is selected and start button is not pressed, delay can 
be canceled by rotating rotary knob before starting.
•To cancel the delay time during the delay program, you need 
turn the machine off by pressing “On/Off” button for 2 seconds.

is finished, the icon of ‘reservation time’ will be off. 



Add Detergent, Close the Door and Set the Program

Load the clothes to be washed in the drum and close the door. 
Add the detergent into the relevant compartments for the type 
of program you are going to select, Add detergent as described 
in Detergent and Additives section of User's Operation 
Manual.  

·Select the function to conduct pre-wash so as to enhance washing 
effects and better remove stains. This function is suitable for 
heavy dirt clothes.

·Before inflowing, laundry detergent/ washing powder can be 
added to pre-wash box, and washing powder must be added to
main wash box.

At standby state, press “Options” button to select additional 
function for current program. Select only one function for each 
press, and then corresponding icon flashes. After starting up, 
program cannot be changed.

·

Inlet water warning

Drainage warning

·After completing program, door lock unlocks automatically. 
 During pause, if door opening condition can be met halfway, 
 the door lock will unlock and its indicator light will go out. 
·When door lock indicator light flashes, door shall not be opened 
forcibly so as to avoid personal injury.

After the program starts the Door Lock icon will light up and   
the door will be locked.

Door Lock Icon

Addition function selection

Pre-wash

Delay End Function

 

Mute Function

Child Lock 

After you have selected your options and placed detergent 
withinthe detergent dispenser, turn on the water tap and press   
the “Start / Pause” button. The screen will display the current 
program progression with icons from left to right. It also 
displays the remaining program time.  

To Start the Program

To Cancel the Program or Reselect the Options

Dry

When the machine is in the state of holding, pause or operation, 
press “Spin+ Options” buttons for 2 seconds, The display will 
show “bEEp oFF” . All the buzzing will be turned off except 
the alarms.
When the machine is in the mute state, press “Spin+ Options” 
buttons for 2 seconds until “bEEp on” appears. All the buzzing 
will be activated.

To strengthen the safety of children, this machine is equipped 
with Child Lock function.
When the programme starts, press “Temp. +Spin” 

•When the Child Lock is set, all function buttons will be 
shielded.
•When you turn the machine off by rotating the program
selection button“Off”,child lock is released.

•After completing program, child lock will automatically 
unlock.

Delay End function allows to run the machine at the consumers’ 
convenience, for example, at night when electricity is cheaper.

•The delay time must be longer than the wash program length 
as the delay time is the time program will finish. For example: 
if the selected program time is 02:28, the delay time selected 
must be between 03:00 and 24:00.

•Only under the standby mode, this button is valid for 
selecting the reservation time.
•After the reservation function is selected, the time will 
increase 1h when each time the reservation button is pressed. 
Before reservation, if the program time does not satisfy the 
integral multiple of 1h, it shall be completed by pressing the 
reservation key for the first time, and then the time increases 
1h when each time the reservation button is pressed. If the 
reservation is selected, before the program runs, the current 
reservation can be canceled by turning the button to select 
other programs.

•When the reservation process is operated, the icon of 
‘reservation time’ will be on. When the reservation process 

Press the "Dry Level" button to select the dry time and additional 
functions of dry. When the Iron     , Cupboard       and Extra  
Dry      functions are selected, the corresponding icon will 
light up, and the remaining time of the program will be 
displayed on the display window. When the [Time Dry] 
function is selected, the icon of Time Dry      will light up.
The washing machine can sense the weight of clothes to 
adjust the dry time automatically.

Before drying, please confirm whether the clothes can 
be dried (please refer to the program table to confirm 
the type of clothes that can be dried).
Before starting to dry, make sure that the tap is open and the 
cold water is in place.
Before separately drying, please take the dehydrated clothes out 
from the drum, and put it into the drum after making it loose.

When little clothes or light clothes are dried, for which, the 
dry time may be shorter than the setting time.

At the end of dry, the washing machine will run for a period 
of time according to a certain rhythm to loosen the clothes 
and reduce the wrinkle.

If the dry failure occurs, please refer to the contents of [Dry 
Fault] for processing.

[Iron]        function owns the effect that the clothes with little 
water can be ironed after being dried.
[Cupboard]       function owns the effect that the clothes 
can be worn instantly after being dried.
[Extra Dry]        function owns the effect that the clothes can be 
stored up after being dried.
[Time Dry]      function refers to dry the clothes for a 
specified time. 
Users press the "Dry Level" button to select any type of dry time 
with 6 types, including 30 minutes, 1 hour, 1.5 hours, 2 hours, 3 
hours, and 4 hours. Please select a reasonable dry time. 
Otherwise, the clothes will not be dried fully if the dry time is 
too short.

If the hand-washing clothes requires for drying, before drying, 
please select the spin with high speed as possible according to 
the clothes types. It is recommended to select the "Spin 
+ Dry Level" program.

The wall attachment of excessive and dehydrated cotton 
clothes may affect the dry effect. So it is recommended to 
dry the clothes after loosening it manually.
The overload dry may affect the dry effect, while the excessive 
dry may cause the wrinkles of clothes. For the chemical fiber 
clothes, such as the shirts, etc., the iron mode shall be selected.
If the clothes with different materials are dried together, the 
dry effect may be affected. So it is recommended to classify 
the clothes before drying.

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

The wet clothes still dripping are not suitable for drying, 
which may cause the machine to alarm!

Note:

Extra Rinse 

rinsing process once again before running the softening, and 

1.Rotate the program to “Off” for 3 seconds to turn off the 
machine. 

2.Select the new program and options. 
3.Press “Start / Pause” button to turn on the machine without 

adding any extra detergent.
1.Turn on the power.
2.Spin program selection button to required program, “off” 

must be passed through if pointer’s initial position is 
not “off ”,start up.

3.Select washing temperature, spin speed by pressing “Temp”, 
“Spin”  buttons.

4.Press “Options” button to select additional functions.
5.After starting the program, display window displays program 

length (hours: minutes) and additional function options in sequence. 

Washing machine displays “----” after startup, indicating 
that it is weighing automatically. It will adjust program 
length (hours: minutes) automatically according to weight of 
clothes.

Automatic weighting

End of the Program

Reload in Process

If you want to reload clothes in the process of washing, please 
press “Start/Pause” button.
•If  reload icon       light up, the door can be opened in the 
process, remaining time and the Door Lock icon in display 
will flash. Then the Door Lock icon will go out, and the door 
can be opened.
•If  reload icon       doesn’t  light up, the Door Lock icon 
doesn’t flash, it indicates that current temperature is over 50℃
or you have passed the time for reloading in the process, 
namely no clothes allowed to load into the machine.

2.Close the tap;
3.Open the door and take the washed clothes out;
4.Slightly open the door to remove moisture in the pump.

When programme finished its running, it will display “End”. 
If no operation is taken in 2 minutes, the machine will turn 
off automatically.
1.Rotate the program to “Off”  to turn off  the machine;

If tap is not opened, or water pressure is over low,and display 
screen will prompt “F01” to give alarm.

If the pipe is squeezed, drainage will not be smooth. In case of 
failing to completely drain for long time, display screen will 
prompt “F03” to give alarm.

button for 2 seconds.Then Child Lock is set up. Repeat the 
same operation, the Child Lock will be released.

•If delay end is selected and start button is not pressed, delay can 
be canceled by rotating rotary knob before starting.
•To cancel the delay time during the delay program, you need 
turn the machine off by pressing “On/Off” button for 2 seconds.

is finished, the icon of ‘reservation time’ will be off. 



Fabric care chart
Resistant material

Delicate fabric

Hand wash only

Dry clean only

Can be bleached in cold water

Do not bleach

Do not iron

Rough weight of washes

Do not dry clean

Dry flat

Can be hung to dry

Tumble dry, normal heat

Tumble dry, reduced heat

Do not tumble dry

Dry on clothes hanger
Dry clean with perchloride, lighter 
fuel, pure alcohol or R113 only

Dry clean with aviation fuel, pure 
alcohol or R113 only

Require steam iron

Iron requires cloth laying

Do not wring dry or dewater

Hang dry

Non washable • dry/non-dry clothes
Clothes that can neither be washed nor dried

Leather and fur products
(Deformation may be caused)

Hats with hard material
(It will damage the washing 
machine and cause faults)

Cushions, pillows, articles with 
cotton wadding, foam and other 
sponge materials, carpet cover 

(Damage or fault may be caused)

Rayon and its blended products
(Discoloration or deformation 

may be caused)

Large thick rubber cushions with 
carbamate on the back

(Damage or fault may be caused)

Others:
Wrinkled or embossed clothes; crepe 
fabrics;
Easily deformed clothes (suits, 
jackets, ties and dresses, etc.);
Easily fluffing clothes (velvet, 
velveteen). 

Non-dry clothes

Any of clothes marked by 
graphic

(Clothes may be damaged)

Woolen clothes
(Shrinkage and fur loss 

may be caused)

Tights, stockings
(Damage or deformation 

may be caused)
Sizing clothes

Cushions or clothes with furs
(Damage or fault may be 

caused)

Quilt
(Damage or fault may 

be caused)

Clothes with lace and 
embroidery, new synthetic 

fiber (very fine fiber)
(Deformation may be caused)

If it is used to dry cushions and clothes with furs, it may lead to drain pipe blockage.

Silk

Non washable dry/non-dry clothes include but not limited to the above clothes.

The wet clothes still dripping are not suitable for drying, which may cause the machine to alarm!

Note！
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Fabric care chart
Resistant material

Delicate fabric

Hand wash only

Dry clean only

Can be bleached in cold water

Do not bleach

Do not iron

Rough weight of washes

Do not dry clean

Dry flat
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Tumble dry, reduced heat
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Dry on clothes hanger
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Iron requires cloth laying

Do not wring dry or dewater

Hang dry
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Clothes that can neither be washed nor dried

Leather and fur products
(Deformation may be caused)

Hats with hard material
(It will damage the washing 
machine and cause faults)

Cushions, pillows, articles with 
cotton wadding, foam and other 
sponge materials, carpet cover 

(Damage or fault may be caused)

Rayon and its blended products
(Discoloration or deformation 

may be caused)

Large thick rubber cushions with 
carbamate on the back

(Damage or fault may be caused)

Others:
Wrinkled or embossed clothes; crepe 
fabrics;
Easily deformed clothes (suits, 
jackets, ties and dresses, etc.);
Easily fluffing clothes (velvet, 
velveteen). 

Non-dry clothes

Any of clothes marked by 
graphic

(Clothes may be damaged)

Woolen clothes
(Shrinkage and fur loss 
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Tights, stockings
(Damage or deformation 

may be caused)
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Cushions or clothes with furs
(Damage or fault may be 

caused)

Quilt
(Damage or fault may 
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Clothes with lace and 
embroidery, new synthetic 

fiber (very fine fiber)
(Deformation may be caused)

If it is used to dry cushions and clothes with furs, it may lead to drain pipe blockage.

Silk

Non washable dry/non-dry clothes include but not limited to the above clothes.

The wet clothes still dripping are not suitable for drying, which may cause the machine to alarm!

Note！
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Dry fault

Check whether the drying clothes are excessive (refer to 
the program table and check corresponding capacity of 
the program), and take out part of the clothes to dry 
again.
Clothes are not fully dewatered (refer to the 
treatment of bad dehydrated effect in the manual).

Fault phenomenon Recommended processing method

Washing machine 
does not carry out 
dry process

Dry is not sufficient

D
ry

 fa
ul

t

Dry time is too long

Check whether the dry program is set up.
Check whether the water tap is unopened.
Check whether the door is well closed.
Check whether the dry clothes are excessive (refer to the 
program table and check corresponding capacity of the 
program), and take out part of the clothes to dry again.

Check whether the dry clothes are excessive. If so, it 
will cause unsatisfactory dry effects and folds in clothes. 
Please divide the clothes in the drum into two parts for 
drying separately.

Check whether the clothes (such as thicker cotton, etc.) 
that are not easy to dry are mixed with the clothes that 
easy to dry (such as chemical fiber, etc.). Please dry the 
clothes of different types separately or dry them again.

More thicker clothes (denim, etc.).

Programme Instructions
1.The eco 40-60 programme is able t  clean normally soiled cotton laundry declared to be washable about
40℃ to 60℃, together in the same cycle,and that this programme is used to assess the compliance with 
the EU ecodesign legislation.
2.The power consumption ofthe off-mode is 0.49W,and the left-on mode is 0.49W.
3.The most efficient programmes in terms ofenergy consumption are generally those that perform at 
lower temperatures and longer duration.
4.Loading the household washing machine or the household washer-dryer up to the capacity indicated 
by the manufacturer for the respective programmes will contribute to energy and water savings.
5. Correct use of detergent, softeners and other additives. Do not apply excessive detergent. This may
a�ect the washing results adversely.
6.Periodic cleaning,including optimal frequency, and limescale prevention and procedure
7.Noise andremainingmoisturecontent are influenced bythe spinning speed: the higher the spinning 
speed in the spinning phase, the higher the noise and theglower the remainin moisture content.
8.Theproduct information andthe energyconsumption label, the product registration information can be 
obtained by scanning the QR code.
9. The information of standard programmes
10.The wash anddrycycle is able toclean normally soiled cotton laundry declared to be washable at 40℃
or 60℃,together in the samecycle,andto dry it in such a way that it can be immediately stored in a 
cupboard,and that this programme is used to assess the compliance with the EU ecodesign legislation.
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1. The eco 40-60 programme is able to clean normally soiled cotton laundry declared to be washable

with the EU ecodesign legislation.
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Lea atentamente este manual y guárdelo para futuras consultas.

MANUAL DE USUARIO
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PRECAUCIONES Y RECOMENDACIONES GENERALES

1. Embalaje

2. Eliminación del material de embalaje y desguace de lavadoras usadas

3. Ubicación e inmediaciones

4. Seguridad
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CONEXIONES ELÉCTRICAS
Use solo una toma de corriente conectada a tierra

No levante nunca el electrodoméstico por la parte de arriba durante el 
transporte.

GUÍA DE INSTALACIÓN
EL RUIDO, EL EXCESO DE VIBRACIONES Y LAS FUGAS DE 
AGUA SE PUEDEN DEBER A UNA INSTALACIÓN INCORRECTA.

NO MUEVA EL ELECTRODOMÉSTICO NÚNCA LEVANTÁNDOLO

 

DESDE LA PARTE SUPERIOR.

CONEXION ELÉCTRICA
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 Si la manguera de desagüe está 
conectada de la siguiente manera:

no se debe
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GUÍA RÁPIDA DEL USUARIO
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Advertencia de drenaje 

Pesaje autom tico

 

Detergente y Aditivos Manual 
del Usuario

Prelavado

Aclarado extra

Nueva carga en proceso

Para iniciar el programa 

Advertencia de entrada de agua 

Función Final de  retardo

Añadir detergente, cerrar la puerta y ajustar el
 

 
+ " 

              Secado 
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Para iniciar el programa

Para cancelar el programa o volver a seleccionar las 
opciones 

Final del programa

•

Inicio
Pausa

Fin

Pijamas (conjunto)

Pesaje automático

Nueva carga en proceso 

Nota: La ropa mojada que a n gotea no es apta para el 
secado, lo que puede provocar la alarma de la 
m quina! 
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Peso aproximado de las prendas 

S mbolos de cuidado de los tejidos
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 Prendas no lavables • secar/no secar 
Prendas que no pueden lavarse ni secarse 

Prendas no secables 

Nota
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